Sage Morning Drop Off
7:30–8:00

**K-1 Traffic follows red arrows.** Enter from Parkcenter on Tyrell South of Playground. Both drop off at the playground. Leave campus at the middle right-turn exit onto Parkcenter (red Exit).

Traffic with children in **BOTH K-1 AND 3-12** follow red arrows. Drop off at the playground. Traffic with multiple students always drop off at youngest student’s spot.

**2-12 Traffic follows blue arrows.** Enter from Mallard by Smokey Mountain, drop off grade 2-10 students at the Parkcenter side (East) of Everest. Drop off grade 11-12 students at the 11-12 building. Exit by going around the playfield to Tyrell and turning right onto Parkcenter.

- **If you have 2-10 ONLY:** drop off on the Parkcenter (East) side of Everest Building. Blue Arrows
- **If you have 11-12 ONLY:** drop off in front of the 11-12 building. Follow Blue arrows to the green 11-12 building.
- **High School Drivers** follow red entrance arrow on Tyrell, and then green arrow. Enter from Tyrell and park behind the 11-12 building.

No matter which grade level, please **NEVER** conduct a U-Turn at the CapEd Bank. Go further down Parkcenter and conduct a U-Turn at the marked U-Turn area. Please **NEVER** enter from Parkcenter near the 6-10 entrance (red X on Parkcenter). We are committed to keeping our students safe and need your cooperation to keep our neighbors happy!
Sage Afternoon Pick Up
K-5 3:25-3:50 6-12 3:40-4:00

K-1 Traffic and Bus Pickup follows red arrows. Enter from Parkcenter on Tyrell south of Playground and pick up at playground. Please have your kid’s name, grade, and teacher visible through a window. Leave campus at the middle right-turn exit onto Parkcenter. Follow staff (purple smiley face) directions as they manage merging traffic. Busing will also follow this route. Please Pick up your students before 3:50.

Traffic with children in BOTH K-1 AND 2-12 follow red arrows. Pick up at the playground. Traffic with multiple students always pick up at youngest student’s spot.

2-12 Traffic follows blue arrows. Enter from Mallard by Smokey Mountain, pick up grades 2-12 students on the Parkcenter side (East) of Everest. For grades K-5, please have your child’s name, grade, and teacher visible through a window. Exit by driving toward the playground and make a right onto Parcenter. Follow staff directions (purple smiley face) directions as they manage merging traffic, and please attend to where the orange safety cones route you.

**2-12 Traffic:** Between 3:25-3:40, pay attention to where the cones and/or staff route you to (orange smiley face). Exit by going around the playfield to Tyrell and turning right onto Parkcenter. They may also direct you to exit using the blue arrow route.

**11-12 ONLY:** pick up in front of the 11-12 building by following red arrows to the green 11-12 building.

**HIGH SCHOOL DRIVERS:** follow the green arrow to exit right onto Parkcenter.

Grades 6-12: Please do not arrive before 3:40 for pick up. This allows us to clear elementary traffic so there is more room for you.

No matter which grade level, please NEVER conduct a U-Turn at the CapEd Bank. Go further down Parkcenter and conduct a U-Turn at the marked U-Turn area. Please NEVER enter from Parkcenter near the 6-10 entrance (red X on Parkcenter). We are committed to keeping our students safe and need your cooperation to keep our neighbors happy!
This drop off route is for all K-1 families or families with K-1 and 2-12.

Families with multiple students will drop off all students at the youngest student’s drop off location.

Pull up parallel to the old parking spots along the fence to easily get in and out of line. Students do not have to be dropped off by their line up spot.

Please make sure students have all materials on them and ready to quickly exit the car.

Please do not get out of your car - we will have adults to help students get out and shut the car doors.

Students are free to play on the field once dropped off.

Students must keep backpacks on outside or leave them at their pick up spot.

When it is time to go inside, students will line up at their class/grade level poster and staff will escort them across the parking lot.

Please have your kid’s name, grade, and teacher visible through a window.

Drop Off Starts at 7:30
Pick up no later than 3:50